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7s EN- (put into, make, provide with, surround with) 

ENABLED ABDEELN ENABLE, to make possible (capable of happening or proving true) [v] 

ENABLER ABEELNR one that enables (to make possible (capable of happening or proving true)) [n -S] 

ENABLES ABEELNS ENABLE, to make possible (capable of happening or proving true) [v] 

ENACTED ACDEENT ENACT, to make into law [v] 

ENACTOR ACENORT one that enacts (to make into law) [n -S] 

ENAMORS AEMNORS ENAMOR, to inspire with love [v] 

ENAMOUR AEMNORU to enamor (to inspire with love) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENCAGED ACDEEGN ENCAGE, to confine in cage [v] 

ENCAGES ACEEGNS ENCAGE, to confine in cage [v] 

ENCAMPS ACEMNPS ENCAMP, to set up camp [v] 

ENCASED ACDEENS ENCASE, to enclose in case [v] 

ENCASES ACEENSS ENCASE, to enclose in case [v] 

ENCHAIN ACEHINN to bind with chains [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENCHANT ACEHNNT to delight (to give great pleasure to) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENCHASE ACEEHNS to place in ornamental setting [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ENCLASP ACELNPS to embrace (to hug (to clasp tightly in arms)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENCLAVE ACEELNV to enclose within foreign territory [v -D, -VING, -S] 

ENCLOSE CEELNOS to close in on all sides [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ENCODED CDDEENO ENCODE, to put into code [v] 

ENCODER CDEENOR one that encodes (to put into code) [n -S] 

ENCODES CDEENOS ENCODE, to put into code [v] 

ENCRUST CENRSTU to cover with crust [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENCRYPT CENPRTY to encipher (to write in characters of hidden meaning) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENCYSTS CENSSTY ENCYST, to enclose in cyst [v] 

ENDEARS ADEENRS ENDEAR, to make dear or beloved [v] 

ENDITED DDEEINT ENDITE, to indite (to write or compose) [v] 

ENDITES DEEINST ENDITE, to indite (to write or compose) [v]-S 

ENDORSE DEENORS to sign back of negotiable document [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ENDOWED DDEENOW ENDOW, to provide with something [v] 

ENDOWER DEENORW one that endows (to provide with something) [n -S] 

ENDUING DEGINNU ENDUE, to provide with some quality or gift [v] 

ENDURED DDEENRU ENDURE, to last (to continue in existence) [v] 

ENDURER DEENRRU one that endures (to last (to continue in existence)) [n -S] 

ENDURES DEENRSU ENDURE, to last (to continue in existence) [v] 

ENFACED ACDEEFN ENFACE, to write on front of [v] 

ENFACES ACEEFNS ENFACE, to write on front of [v] 

ENFEOFF EEFFFNO to invest with feudal estate [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENFEVER EEEFNRV to fever (to affect with fever (abnormal elevation of body temperature)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENFLAME AEEFLMN to inflame (to set on fire) [v -D, -MING, -S] 

ENFOLDS DEFLNOS ENFOLD, to envelop (to cover completely) [v] 

ENFORCE CEEFNOR to compel obedience to [v -D, -CING, -S] 

ENFRAME AEEFMNR to frame (to construct by putting together various parts) [v -D, -MING, -S] 

ENGAGED ADEEGGN ENGAGE, to employ (to hire (to engage services of for payment)) [v] 

ENGAGER AEEGGNR one that engages (to employ (to hire)) [n -S] 

ENGAGES AEEGGNS ENGAGE, to employ (to hire (to engage services of for payment)) [v] 
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ENGILDS DEGILNS ENGILD, to brighten (to make bright (emitting much light)) [v] 

ENGIRDS DEGINRS ENGIRD, to gird (to surround (to extend completely around)) [v] 

ENGLUTS EGLNSTU ENGLUT, to gulp down [v] 

ENGORGE EEGGNOR to fill with blood [v -D, -GING, -S] 

ENGRAFT AEFGNRT to graft for propagation [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENGRAIL AEGILNR to ornament edge of with curved indentations [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENGRAIN AEGINNR to ingrain (to impress firmly on mind) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENGRAMS AEGMNRS ENGRAM, durable mark caused by stimulus upon protoplasm [n] 

ENGRAVE AEEGNRV to form by incision [v -D, -VING, -S] 

ENGROSS EGNORSS to occupy completely [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

ENGULFS EFGLNSU ENGULF, to surround completely [v] 

ENHALOS AEHLNOS ENHALO, to surround with halo [v] 

ENHANCE ACEEHNN to raise to higher degree [v -D, -CING, -S] 

ENISLED DEEILNS ENISLE, to isolate (to set apart from others) [v] 

ENISLES EEILNSS ENISLE, to isolate (to set apart from others) [v] 

ENJAMBS ABEJMNS ENJAMB, to continue sentence from one line of poem to next [v] 

ENJOINS EIJNNOS ENJOIN, to command (to direct with authority) [v] 

ENJOYED DEEJNOY ENJOY, to receive pleasure from [v] 

ENJOYER EEJNORY one that enjoys (to receive pleasure from) [n -S] 

ENLACED ACDEELN ENLACE, to bind with laces [v] 

ENLACES ACEELNS ENLACE, to bind with laces [v] 

ENLARGE AEEGLNR to make or become larger [v -D, -GING, -S] 

ENLISTS EILNSST ENLIST, to engage for military service [v] 

ENLIVEN EEILNNV to make lively (full of energy) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENNOBLE BEELNNO to make noble (possessing qualities of excellence) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

ENPLANE AEELNNP to board airplane [v -D, -NING, -S] 

ENQUIRE EEINQRU to inquire (to ask about) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

ENQUIRY EINQRUY inquiry (question) [n -RIES] 

ENRAGED ADEEGNR ENRAGE, to make very angry [v] 

ENRAGES AEEGNRS ENRAGE, to make very angry [v] 

ENROBED BDEENOR ENROBE, to dress (to put clothes on) [v] 

ENROBER BEENORR one that enrobes (to dress (to put clothes on)) [n -S] 

ENROBES BEENORS ENROBE, to dress (to put clothes on) [v] 

ENROLLS ELLNORS ENROLL, to enter name of in register, record, or roll [v] 

ENROOTS ENOORST ENROOT, to implant (to set securely) [v] 

ENSERFS EEFNRSS ENSERF, to make serf of [v] 

ENSIGNS EGINNSS ENSIGN, navy officer [n] 

ENSILED DEEILNS ENSILE, to store in silo [v] 

ENSILES EEILNSS ENSILE, to store in silo [v] 

ENSKIED DEEIKNS ENSKY, to raise to skies [v] 

ENSKIES EEIKNSS ENSKY, to raise to skies [v] 

ENSKYED DEEKNSY ENSKY, to raise to skies [v] 

ENSLAVE AEELNSV to make slave of [v -D, -VING, -S] 

ENSNARE AEENNRS to trap (to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals)) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

ENSNARL AELNNRS to tangle (to bring together in intricate confusion) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENSOULS ELNOSSU ENSOUL, to endow with soul [v] 
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ENSUING EGINNSU ENSUE, to occur afterward or as result [v] 

ENSURED DEENRSU ENSURE, to make certain (absolutely confident) [v] 

ENSURER EENRRSU one that ensures (to make certain (absolutely confident)) [n -S] 

ENSURES EENRSSU ENSURE, to make certain (absolutely confident) [v] 

ENTAILS AEILNST ENTAIL, to restrict inheritance of to specified line of heirs [v] 

ENTHRAL AEHLNRT to enthrall (to charm (to attract irresistibly)) [v -LLED, -LLING, -S] 

ENTHUSE EEHNSTU to show enthusiasm [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ENTICED CDEEINT ENTICE, to allure (to attract with something desirable) [v] 

ENTICER CEEINRT one that entices (to allure (to attract with something desirable)) [n -S] 

ENTICES CEEINST ENTICE, to allure (to attract with something desirable) [v] 

ENTITLE EEILNTT to give title to [v -D, -LING, -S] 

ENTOILS EILNOST ENTOIL, to entrap (to trap (to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals))) [v] 

ENTOMBS BEMNOST ENTOMB, to place in tomb [v] 

ENTRAIN AEINNRT to board train [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENTRAPS AENPRST ENTRAP, to trap (to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals)) [v] 

ENTREAT AEENRTT to ask for earnestly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENTRUST ENRSTTU to give over for safekeeping [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENTWINE EEINNTW to twine around [v -D, -NING, -S] 

ENTWIST EINSTTW to twist together [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENVENOM EEMNNOV to put venom into [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENWHEEL EEEHLNW to encircle (to form circle around) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENWINDS DEINNSW ENWIND, to wind around [v] 

ENWOMBS BEMNOSW ENWOMB, to enclose as if in womb [v] 

ENWOUND DENNOUW ENWIND, to wind around [v] 

ENWRAPS AENPRSW ENWRAP, to envelop (to cover completely) [v] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

8s EN- (put into, make, provide with, surround with) 

ENABLING ABEGILNN ENABLE, to make possible (capable of happening or proving true) [v] 

ENACTING ACEGINNT ENACT, to make into law [v] 

ENACTION ACEINNOT action of enacting [n -S] 

ENACTIVE ACEEINTV having power to enact [adj] 

ENACTORS ACENORST ENACTOR, one that enacts (to make into law) [n] 

ENACTORY ACENORTY pertaining to enactment of law [adj] 

ENAMORED ADEEMNOR ENAMOR, to inspire with love [v] 

ENCAGING ACEGGINN ENCAGE, to confine in cage [v] 

ENCAMPED ACDEEMNP ENCAMP, to set up camp [v] 

ENCASHED ACDEEHNS ENCASH, to cash (to convert into cash (ready money)) [v] 

ENCASHES ACEEHNSS ENCASH, to cash (to convert into cash (ready money)) [v] 

ENCASING ACEGINNS ENCASE, to enclose in case [v] 

ENCHASER ACEEHNRS one that enchases (to place in ornamental setting) [n -S] 

ENCIPHER CEEHINPR to write in characters of hidden meaning [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENCIRCLE CCEEILNR to form circle around [v -D, -LING, -S] 

ENCLOSER CEELNORS one that encloses (to close in on all sides) [n -S] 

ENCODING CDEGINNO ENCODE, to put into code [v] 
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ENCROACH ACCEHNOR to advance beyond proper limits [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

ENCUMBER BCEEMNRU to hinder in action or movement [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENCYSTED CDEENSTY ENCYST, to enclose in cyst [v] 

ENDAMAGE AADEEGMN to damage (to injure (to do or cause injury to)) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

ENDANGER ADEEGNNR to imperil (to place in jeopardy) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENDEARED ADDEEENR ENDEAR, to make dear or beloved [v] 

ENDITING DEGIINNT ENDITE, to indite (to write or compose) [v] 

ENDORSEE DEEENORS one to whom document is transferred by endorsement [n -S] 

ENDORSER DEENORRS one that endorses (to sign back of negotiable document) [n -S] 

ENDORSOR DENOORRS endorser (one that endorses (to sign back of negotiable document)) [n -S] 

ENDOWING DEGINNOW ENDOW, to provide with something [v] 

ENDURING DEGINNRU ENDURE, to last (to continue in existence) [v] 

ENFACING ACEFGINN ENFACE, to write on front of [v] 

ENFEEBLE BEEEEFLN to make feeble (weak (lacking strength)) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

ENFETTER EEEFNRTT to enchain (to bind with chains) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENFOLDED DDEEFLNO ENFOLD, to envelop (to cover completely) [v] 

ENFOLDER DEEFLNOR one that enfolds (to envelop (to cover completely)) [n -S] 

ENFORCER CEEFNORR one that enforces (to compel obedience to) [n -S] 

ENGAGING AEGGGINN ENGAGE, to employ (to hire (to engage services of for payment)) [v] 

ENGENDER DEEEGNNR to bring into existence [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENGILDED DDEEGILN ENGILD, to brighten (to make bright (emitting much light)) [v] 

ENGIRDED DDEEGINR ENGIRD, to gird (to surround (to extend completely around)) [v] 

ENGIRDLE DEEGILNR to engird (to gird (to surround (to extend completely around))) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

ENGRAVER AEEGNRRV one that engraves (to form by incision) [n -S] 

ENGULFED DEEFGLNU ENGULF, to surround completely [v] 

ENHALOED ADEEHLNO ENHALO, to surround with halo [v] 

ENHALOES AEEHLNOS ENHALO, to surround with halo [v] 

ENHANCER ACEEHNNR one that enhances (to raise to higher degree) [n -S] 

ENISLING EGIILNNS ENISLE, to isolate (to set apart from others) [v] 

ENJAMBED ABDEEJMN ENJAMB, to continue sentence from one line of poem to next [v] 

ENJOINED DEEIJNNO ENJOIN, to command (to direct with authority) [v] 

ENJOINER EEIJNNOR one that enjoins (to command (to direct with authority)) [n -S] 

ENJOYING EGIJNNOY ENJOY, to receive pleasure from [v] 

ENKINDLE DEEIKLNN to set on fire [v -D, -LING, -S] 

ENLACING ACEGILNN ENLACE, to bind with laces [v] 

ENLARGER AEEGLNRR device used to enlarge photographs [n -S] 

ENLISTED DEEILNST ENLIST, to engage for military service [v] 

ENLISTEE EEEILNST one that is enlisted [n -S] 

ENLISTER EEILNRST one that enlists (to engage for military service) [n -S] 

ENMESHED DEEEHMNS ENMESH, to ensnare or entangle in net [v] 

ENMESHES EEEHMNSS ENMESH, to ensnare or entangle in net [v] 

ENNOBLER BEELNNOR one that ennobles (to make noble (possessing qualities of excellence)) [n -S] 

ENQUIRER EEINQRRU one that inquires (to ask about) [n -S] 

ENRAGING AEGGINNR ENRAGE, to make very angry [v] 

ENRAVISH AEHINRSV to delight greatly [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

ENRICHED CDEEHINR ENRICH, to add desirable elements to [v] 
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ENRICHER CEEHINRR one that enriches (to add desirable elements to) [n -S] 

ENRICHES CEEHINRS ENRICH, to add desirable elements to [v] 

ENROBING BEGINNOR ENROBE, to dress (to put clothes on) [v] 

ENROLLED DEELLNOR ENROL, to enroll (to enter name of in register, record, or roll) [v] / ENROLL, [v] 

ENROLLEE EEELLNOR one that is enrolled [n -S] 

ENROLLER EELLNORR one that enrolls (to enter name of in register, record, or roll) [n -S] 

ENROOTED DEENOORT ENROOT, to implant (to set securely) [v] 

ENSCONCE CCEENNOS to settle securely or comfortably [v -D, -CING, -S] 

ENSCROLL CELLNORS to write on scroll [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENSERFED DEEEFNRS ENSERF, to make serf of [v] 

ENSHEATH AEEHHNST to enclose in sheath [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENSHRINE EEHINNRS to place in shrine [v -D, -NING, -S] 

ENSHROUD DEHNORSU to conceal (to keep from sight or discovery) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENSILAGE AEEGILNS to ensile (to store in silo) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

ENSILING EGIILNNS ENSILE, to store in silo [v] 

ENSKYING EGIKNNSY ENSKY, to raise to skies [v] 

ENSLAVER AEELNRSV one that enslaves (to make slave of) [n -S] 

ENSNARER AEENNRRS one that ensnares (to trap (to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals))) [n -S] 

ENSORCEL CEELNORS to bewitch (to affect by witchcraft or magic) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENSOULED DEELNOSU ENSOUL, to endow with soul [v] 

ENSPHERE EEEHNPRS to enclose in sphere [v -D, -RING, -S] 

ENSURING EGINNRSU ENSURE, to make certain (absolutely confident) [v] 

ENSWATHE AEEHNSTW to swathe (to wrap in bandages) [v -D, -HING, -S] 

ENTAILED ADEEILNT ENTAIL, to restrict inheritance of to specified line of heirs [v] 

ENTAILER AEEILNRT one that entails (to restrict inheritance of to specified line of heirs) [n -S] 

ENTANGLE AEEGLNNT to tangle (to bring together in intricate confusion) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

ENTHRALL AEHLLNRT to charm (to attract irresistibly) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENTHRONE EEHNNORT to place on throne [v -D, -NING, -S] 

ENTICING CEGIINNT ENTICE, to allure (to attract with something desirable) [v] 

ENTOILED DEEILNOT ENTOIL, to entrap (to trap (to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals))) [v] 

ENTOMBED BDEEMNOT ENTOMB, to place in tomb [v] 

ENTRANCE ACEENNRT to fill with delight or wonder [v -D, -CING, -S] 

ENTREATY AEENRTTY earnest request [n -TIES] 

ENTRENCH CEEHNNRT to establish firmly [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

ENVISAGE AEEGINSV to form mental image of [v -D, -GING, -S] 

ENVISION EIINNOSV to envisage (to form mental image of) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 


